The paper contains an estimation of the nunber of points of discontinuity of the time-optimal oontrol of linear systems with time-varying coefficients. The application of integral transforms brings the system with time-varying coefficients to a system with constant coefficients. The method for determining the points of discontinuity, presented here, is based on our complex-analytical procedure given in [15] and [16] .
APPLICATION OF INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS TO DETERMINING THE POINTS OF DISCONTINUITY OF THE SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS
The paper contains an estimation of the nunber of points of discontinuity of the time-optimal oontrol of linear systems with time-varying coefficients. The application of integral transforms brings the system with time-varying coefficients to a system with constant coefficients. The method for determining the points of discontinuity, presented here, is based on our complex-analytical procedure given in [15] and [16] .
The solving of linear differential equations by means of integral transforms
Ve obtain an effective solution of the n-th order linear equations n (mi 2 a k + 1 (t)x(k,(t, -k-0 with given k » 0,1,.Functions a k+1 (t), t >0, k • 0,1,...,n, are pieoewise continuously differentiable up to order n, while z(t) is for t>0 a function of bounded variation in every bounded interval. We suppose that a n<l .i (*) i* 0 for t^O. Ve reduoe the solution of equation (1.1) to that of a linear equation with oonstant coefficients. From (1.1), by taking a one-sided integral transform, we obtain +00 n +00
where s is a oomplez number and g(s,t) is a complex function which will be calculated later. After a suitable number of integrations by parts, we get
where
M(s) « C 1 + CgS + ... + C n+1 s n ;, C Q+1 « 1, C 1 ,C 2 ,...,C n are real numbers. The relationship between these numbers and the coefficients of equation (1.1) will be determined in the sequel. The unknown function g(s,t) is calculated from the condition that the integral transform B(s) of the function x(t) is the Laplaoe transform +00 B(s) » J x(t)e~8 t dt. 0 Then g(s,t) satisfies the differential equation 
6-1°° eCjc
The left-hand side of (1.11), by the Laplaoe theorem ([3]), is x(t), t ^0. Its right-hand side, by assumption (iii) and the theorem on residues, becomes
where r(R) is a line segment joining 6"-j»R to 6+ j«R. Now, we calculate ras 8*8.
jtîlfil^.WL.uJ.
Ji * 8 i Denoting, for brevity, the coefficient at te by a^ we get (1.9)* This completes the proof.
Determination of the points of discontinuity of solutions of linear control systems
Let us oonsider equation (1.1) vith coefficients (1.7) and with the function s(t) * u(t) being pieoewise oonstant, of bang-bang type, I u l -U max* with the pointe of discontinuity 0 -*o ,t 1 »**• • t k and t k suotl that u(t) » 0 for t >t k .
In this oase,
where S denotes a sign of u(t) for t * 0. Let us oonsider a plant desoribed by (1.1) and (1.7) with z(t) = u(t). We want to transfer this plant from the state x o = x i n " 1)) to 8tata x i -...') by help of the control a (we assume that the final Btate is reaohable). From the maximum prinoiple of Pontriagin we, know that the time-optimal oontrol is piecewise constant and ohanges its value at times t^»tg».«.»t^. Oiir theorem gives the relations for t 1 ,t 2 ,....t^, depending on the boundary conditions and <5. From Theorem 1.1 we have the formula for the solution 1 (2.1) r(t) = ^ 2 a i,h thetSl ' t > 0 ' i=1 h=0 where
..,1, h = 0,1 lfj-1. After (n-1) differentiations of (2.1) with t = t k we obtain the system of n equations K.2) x\*> -si 2. (,") tt^fit Vli=1 h=0 v=0 m » 0,1,...,n-1. System (2.2) determines t 1 ,t 2 ,...,t^ only in the case where k < n.
Estimation of the number of swiching instants in the time-optimal oontrol
Let us consider the minimum-time oontrol for a time-varying plant described by the equation n (3.1) 2 a k+1 (t)x (k, (t) = u(t), f k=0 where the functions a^-ji*)» 00, k = 0,1,»..,n, satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) and the equations We suppose that the function & n+ i(t) i 0 f or t>0 and the control u is a piecewise continuous and bounded function. It is assumed that no constraints on the state variables, are imposed. We want to transfer the above plant from the given initial state xQ = Un 0 *, ',...,x£ n " 1 ') to the desired final state x 1 = (xj o) , x![ 1 ',...,xj n~1 J) by help of control u in the minimum time. We assume that the initial state xQ is suoh that the final state x^ is reachable with some admissible control u. The time-optimal control u will be in the case a bang-bang one ( [13] ). The piecewise oonstant control signal u = ± u max will ohange its sign a finite number of times, say t.j, t 2 ,...,tv, and there is an instant tv such that u(t) • 0 for tStt* (at t * t£, the system attains the desired final state). The points of discontinuity of the optimal control are zeros of the function i;>(t) which is a solution of the differential equation (3.3) a n+1 (t) v (n) (t) -a n (t)i ? {fl -1, (t) + ... + (-l) n ai (t) 7 (t)-0. Aocording to (4.1), by putting the integral constants equal to zero, we obtain
In this oase, the application of the integral transform of type (1*2) to both sides of (4*3) gives The function 4J" haB real poleb of order two. By Theorem 3.1, the number of switohing instants of the time--optimal control of system (4.2) is at most equal to three. The ezaot values of these instants oan be determined if one knows the solution of equation (4.3). After suitable calculations, by Theorem 1.1, we obtain
